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Abstract
Informatics in general, and the particular development of artificial intelligence,
is changing human knowledge, perception and reality, thus radically changing
the course of human history. Informatics has made it possible to automate an
extraordinary range of tasks by enabling machines to play an increasingly
decisive role in drawing conclusions from data and then taking action. The
growing transfer of judgement from human beings to machines denotes the
revolutionary aspect of informatics.
For societies to maintain or regain democratic control and supremacy over
digital technology, it is imperative to include informatics in general education
with a dual perspective on possibilities and implications of computing for
individuals and society. The Danish informatics curriculum for general
education acknowledges the dual and bipartite nature of informatics by
complementing a constructive approach to computing with a critical analytic
approach to digital artefacts.

1. Digital humanism and general informatics education
Information technology is a technology unlike any other humankind has invented. All other
technologies stretch our physical ability by enabling us to move faster from one place to
another, to generate (green) energy, to develop life-saving medicine, to refine food
production, and so forth. Information technology is crucial for other modern technologies,
but the essential unique quality of information technology is that it stretches our cognitive
ability.
Already in 1967, Danish Turing Laureate Peter Naur wrote about the importance of including
informatics in general education (Naur, 1967, pp. 14-15; Naur 1992, p. 176):
To conceive the proper place of informatics in the curriculum, it is natural to compare
with subjects of similar character. One will then realise, that languages and
mathematics are the closest analogies. Common for the three is also their character as
tools for many other subjects.
Once informatics has become well established in general education, the mystery
surrounding computers in many people's perceptions will vanish. This must be
regarded as perhaps the most important reason for promoting the understanding of
informatics. This is a necessary condition for humankind's supremacy over computers
and for ensuring that their use do not become a matter for a small group of experts,
but become a usual democratic matter, and thus through the democratic system will lie
where it should, with all of us.
Naur's plea to properly include informatics in general education with a standing similar to
languages and mathematics and his arguments for the plea are not less relevant today,
more than half a century after their articulation.
In June 2018, The Atlantic brought the chronicle How the Enlightenment Ends by Henry
Kissinger (Kissinger, 2018); in here, the author writes:

Heretofore, the technological advance that most altered the course of modern history
was the invention of the printing press in the 15th century, which allowed the search
for empirical knowledge to supplant liturgical doctrine, and the Age of Reason to
gradually supersede the Age of Religion. Individual insight and scientific knowledge
replaced faith as the principal criterion of human consciousness. Information was
stored and systematized in expanding libraries. The Age of Reason originated the
thoughts and actions that shaped the contemporary world order.
But that order is now in upheaval amid a new, even more sweeping technological
revolution whose consequences we have failed to fully reckon with, and whose
culmination may be a world relying on machines powered by data and algorithms and
ungoverned by ethical or philosophical norms.
Informatics in general, and the particular development of artificial intelligence (AI), is
changing human knowledge, perception and reality – and, in so doing, changing the course
of human history. Informatics has made it possible to automate an extraordinary range of
tasks, and has done so by enabling machines to play a role – an increasingly decisive role –
in drawing conclusions from data and then taking action. The growing transfer of judgement
from human beings to machines denotes the revolutionary aspect of informatics and of AI as
described by Kissinger in the aforementioned chronicle.
More than half a century after Naur's plea, informatics is finally becoming a school subject.
Internationally there is a quite fast emerging breeze in the direction of making informatics
part of national curricula and part of general education for all. This trend reflects the growing
recognition that informatics is an important foundational competence along with "the three
Rs": reading, writing, and arithmetic/mathematics.
However, informatics curricula in general tend to prioritise technical content (computing
systems, networks and the Internet, data and analysis, algorithms and programming) –
perhaps adding an element of impact of computing.
The Danish curriculum for general education (one for upper secondary and a more novel for
primary and lower secondary) acknowledges the bipartite nature of all computations directed
at purposes in the real world – the problem domain and the computational model system –
as well as the relation between the two: representation and interpretation (see Fig. 1).
The equal inclusion of problem domain and interpretation, complementing computational
model system and representation, is rather unique and embodies the Danish curriculum's
perspective on digital humanism.

Fig. 1: The bipartite nature of computing

2. Political emphasis on informatics education for all
In 2016, former president Obama launched CS for All as a bold new initiative to empower all
American students from kindergarten through high school to learn computer science and be
equipped with the computational thinking skills they need to be creators in the digital
economy, not just consumers, and to be active citizens in our technology-driven world (White
House, 2016).
In 2018, major European and international organisations formed the coalition Informatics for
All (Informatics for All, 2018). In many ways, the Informatics for All initiative mirrors Obama's
CS for All initiative. A crucial element of the European approach, which distinguishes it from
the CS for All initiative, is the two-tier strategy at all educational levels: Informatics as a
discrete subject, that is, a fundamental and independent subject in school (like language and
mathematics); and the integration and application of informatics with other school subjects,
as well as with study programs in higher education. Perhaps overly simplified, the two tiers
may be characterized as Learn to Compute (discrete subject) and Compute to Learn
(integration), see (Caspersen et al., 2019).
In 2020, the EU Commission launched Digital Education Action Plan for 2021-2027, which
mentions Informatics as a priority area and action (European Commission, 2020a, p. 9):
To support a high-performing digital education ecosystem, the European Commission will
pursue the following actions: [...]
10. Propose a Council recommendation on improving the provision of digital skills in
education and training [...] through a focus on inclusive high-quality computing
education (informatics) at all levels of education.

The EU Commission highlight informatics education as a tool to boost digital competence
(European Commission, 2020b, p. 47):
Informatics education in school allows young people to gain a critical and hands-on
understanding of the digital world. If taught from the early stages, it can complement
digital literacy interventions. The benefits are societal (young people should be creators
not just passive users of technology), economic (digital skills are needed in sectors of
the economy to drive growth and innovation) and pedagogical (computing, informatics
and technology education is a vehicle for learning not just technical skills but key skills
such as critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration and creativity).

In most European countries, the ambition is not yet as high as it ought to be considering the
impact that the digital revolution has had on all aspects of society (CECE, 2017; CECE's
map, 2017), and therefore the European Commission's emphasis on inclusive informatics
education at all levels of education is both important, necessary, and timely.

3. The Danish informatics curriculum for general education
Various flavours of informatics have been a topic in Danish upper secondary schools for
more than fifty years (Caspersen & Nowack, 2013).
In late 2008, the Ministry of Education established a task force to conduct an analysis of
informatics in upper secondary schools and provide recommendations for a revitalisation of
the subject; not as a niche specialty, but as a general subject relevant for all. Subsequently,
a new general, coherent and uniform informatics subject was developed, tested and finally
made permanent in 2016; however, not yet as a compulsory subject for all upper secondary
education.
A distinct aspect of the Danish informatics curriculum is the focus on digital empowerment.
We define digital empowerment as a concern for how students, as individuals and groups,
develop the capacity to understand digital technology and its effect on their lives and society
at large, and their ability to engage critically and curiously with the construction and
deconstruction of digital artefacts (Dindler et al., 2021).

An approach to embrace digital empowerment was present already in the Danish upper
secondary Informatics curriculum developed in 2009 (Caspersen, 2009). One of six key
competence areas was Use and impact of digital artefacts on human activity. The purpose of
this competence area was that students should understand that digital artefacts and their
design has a profound impact on people, organisations and social systems. Design of a
system is not just design of the digital artefact and its interface, it is also design of the use
and workflow that unfolds around the artefact. The purpose is that the students understand
the interplay between the design of a digital artefact and the behavioural patterns that
intentionally or unintentionally unfolds (Caspersen & Nowack, 2013).
The informatics curriculum for primary and lower secondary education was developed by
mandate of the Danish Ministry of Education in 2018 and is running on trial until 2021 in
about 5% of primary and lower secondary schools across Denmark.
The author of this chapter and a colleague from Department of Digital Design and
Information Studies at Faculty of Arts were invited to serve as chairs for the group
developing the curriculum. In choice of chairs, the Minister of Education signalled the
importance of integrating a digital humanism perspective in the design of the curriculum.
The informatics curriculum for primary and lower secondary school consists of four
competence areas (Danish Ministry of Education, 2018):
•
•
•
•

Digital empowerment
Digital design and design processes
Computational thinking and modelling
Technological knowledge and skills

An overview of the four competence areas is provided in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: The four competence areas in the Danish informatics curriculum
for primary and lower secondary school

Digital empowerment refers to the critical and constructive exploration and analysis of how
technology is imbued with values and intentions, and how it shapes our lives as individuals,
groups and as a society. It is concerned with the ethics of digital artefacts and promotes an
analytical and critical approach to digital transformation.
Digital design and design processes refers to the ability to frame problems within a complex
problem area and, through iterative processes, generate new ideas that can be transformed
into form and content in interactive prototypes. It focuses on the processes through which

digital artefacts are created and the choices that designers have to make in these
processes, highlighting students’ ability to work reflectively with complex problems.
Computational thinking and modelling concern the ability to translate a framed problem into
a possible computational solution. It focuses on students’ ability to analyse, model and
structure data and data processes in terms of abstract models (e.g., algorithms, data models
and interaction models).
Technological knowledge and skills concerns knowledge of computer systems, digital tools
and associated languages, and programming. It focuses on the students’ ability to express
computational ideas and models in digital artefacts. This includes the ability to use computer
systems, the language associated with these and to express ideas through programming.
Working within this area aims at providing students with the experience and abilities needed
to make informed choices about the use of digital tools and technologies.
Two of the competence areas – Computational thinking and modelling and Technological
knowledge and skills – encompass classic computing subjects, while the two others are less
standard in informatics curricula, if present at all.

4. Digital humanism in informatics – the Danish perspective
The four competence areas constitute a holistic approach to informatics, here described in
terms of the model in Fig. 1.
The real or an imaginary world is populated with phenomena and activities, which – through
analysis and abstraction – can be understood in terms of concepts and use cases. Through
computational modelling, these can be prioritised, structured and modelled for computational
representation. Through design and construction using digital technology, new digital
artefacts can be developed to manipulate and transform these representations into
something, which hopefully provides value through interpretation and use back in the real
world (Madsen et al., 1993, chapter 18). The four competence areas map more or less oneto-one to the four processes in the model (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Mapping of the four competence areas to the four processes in
computational modelling of a problem domain

Digital design and design processes covers primarily activities related to the problem
domain. Computational thinking and modelling maps to the process going from problem
domain to the computational model system. Technological knowledge and skills provides

competences to design and construct digital artefacts. Digital empowerment relates to the
process back from the computational model system to the problem domain.
Not only do the four competence areas constitute a nice, full circle. They also mutually
strengthen each other. Analytic competences provided by Digital empowerment will
strengthen the three other competence areas. And vice versa: if you actually know how to
build digital artefacts, your critical and constructive analysis can become much richer and
deeper.
The bipartite nature of informatics
The computational model system (computer systems, networks, security and programming
languages, etc.) is a classic component for an informatics curriculum. No surprises here.
Inclusion of Digital design and design processes recognises the bipartite nature of all
computation that is directed at purposes in the real world. Thus, we embrace both problem
domain and solution domain – the entire bipartite system. Both the software machine and
the physical (or imaginary) world whose behaviour it governs.
This is not generally embraced in informatics curricula for general education. The focus on
design process is inspired by the Scandinavian school of Participatory Design, which
originated in the 1970s with subsequent development and proliferation beyond Scandinavia
(Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991). It is also inspired by Donald Schön’s philosophy of design as a
reflective practice from the 1980s (Schön, 1983). The particular notion of problem framing
and reframing are essential parts of this and is also inspired by the seminal work of British
computer scientist Michael Jackson in the 1990s (Jackson, 2000).
However, the focus is not only on the two parts of “the bipartite system” – problem domain
and solution domain – but also on the relations between the two parts: representation and
interpretation.
Embracing uncertainty – the representational and the interpretational challenge
Most aspects of the physical world, which we attempt to capture and represent in
computational models and artefacts, are blurred, uncertain, and non-deterministic.
On the other hand, the computational models we construct, are fundamentally strict, certain,
and deterministic.
The challenge has two faces. One is the representational challenge: How can we model the
blurred, uncertain, and non-deterministic aspects of the world in computational artefacts?
The other is the interpretational challenge: How do we avoid to constrain and eventually dehumanise our understanding of phenomena and concepts in the real world when our worldview is increasingly defined through the lenses of strict, certain, and deterministic
computational models and artefacts?
The representational challenge is addressed by the competence area Computational
thinking and modelling (data, algorithms, structuring, etc.), which is again a self-evident
component in an informatics curriculum.
The interpretational challenge is addressed by the competence area Digital empowerment,
which represents the ability to analyse and evaluate digital artefacts with a focus on intention
and use through a critical, reflexive and constructive examination and understanding of
consequences and possibilities of a digital artefact. This competence area is for digital
artefacts what literature analysis is for novels, but with the additional liberating component of
reframing and redesign – realising that digital artefacts are human-made and could have
been designed differently if other perspectives had been applied.

5. Conclusion
We have presented elements of the current international development regarding informatics
in general education for all, and we have presented the current development in Denmark in
upper secondary school and more recently in primary and lower secondary school.
We have presented the distinct Danish perspective on digital humanism represented by an
approach to informatics in school where the four competence areas of the curriculum
constitute a holistic approach recognising the bipartite nature of all computation by
addressing problem domain as well as solution domain – but also the relations between the
two: representation and interpretation.
In doing so, we aim at addressing two particular concerns related to computational artefacts:
1. How can we meaningful model the blurred, uncertain, and non-deterministic aspects of
the world in computational artefacts?
2. How do we avoid to constrain and eventually de-humanise our understanding of
phenomena and concepts in the real world when our world-view is increasingly defined
through the lenses of strict, certain, and deterministic computational models and artefacts?
These are essential issues on our way forward into an in all aspects increasingly digital
society. It is imperative that informatics become a fundamental and general discipline in
school in order to ensure that future generations become educated and empowered to
contribute to the development of their digital environment and to realise our technological
advancement to ensure the evolution of a safe, secure, environmentally conscious and just
society.
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